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Abstract. We introduce a minimally invasive technique for optoa-
coustic imaging of turbid media using optical interferometric detec-
tion of surface displacement produced by thermoelastic stress tran-
sients. The technique exploits endogenous or exogenous optical
contrast of heterogeneous tissues and the low attenuation of stress
wave propagation to localize and image subsurface absorbers in op-
tically turbid media. We present a system that utilizes a time-resolved
high-resolution interferometer capable of angstrom-level displace-
ment resolution and nanosecond temporal resolution to detect subsur-
face blood vessels within model tissue phantoms and a human fore-
arm in vivo. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1559727]
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1 Introduction
Noninvasive techniques that image deep subsurface absorbe
such as tumors and blood vessels in highly scattering tissu
would be useful in a wide variety of medical applications.
Techniques such as confocal microscopy and optical cohe
ence tomography provide high-resolution images but canno
be applied to depths larger than 0.5 to 2 mm in turbid
tissues.1–5 Diffuse optical imaging techniques such as photon
migration are less sensitive to signal attenuation caused b
multiple light scattering; however, their spatial resolution is
often insufficient to detect small tumors or blood vessels.6,7

Conventional imaging modalities such as x-ray radiography
magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound imaging utiliz
different physical mechanisms that often do not provide suf
ficient contrast between various soft tissue types.

Optoacoustic methods typically measure stress transien
generated by the absorption of pulsed laser radiation to detec
image tissue heterogeneities or determine optical properties
spatially homogeneous media.8–18 Optoacoustic tomography
refers to image formation from the time-resolved measure
ment of acoustic transients generated by optically heteroge
neous tissue volumes in response to short pulse laser irradi
tion. Image formation is possible because optically
heterogeneous structures absorb different amounts of ligh
relative to the surrounding tissue. This difference in local en-
ergy density results in a differential tissue expansion tha
manifests itself in the radiation of a stress wave that propa
gates to the tissue surface, where it is measured by single
multiple stress transducers. Although radiative transport of th
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pump laser pulse within the target may be governed by m
tiple scattering, transduction of the laser-induced stresse
the tissue surface occurs via wave propagation that, in c
trast to radiative transport, suffers comparatively little atten
ation and spatial dispersion.8,16,17,19,20Therefore, the use o
laser-induced stress waves to examine heterogeneous s
tures that exhibit optical contrast may be possible at dep
larger than those achieved by coherent optical techniques
with higher spatial resolution than that provided by diffu
optical methods.

In general, it is desirable to perform optoacoustic imag
in a manner that allows the delivery of the pump laser pu
and detection of the stress waves on the same tissue sur
Consequently, standard front surface stress transducers
be impractical because they block the incident laser radiat
Numerous techniques have been developed to overcome
difficulty, including the use of piezoelectric transducers w
separated light and sound fields, transparent transducers
measure stress-induced changes in optical reflectance, an
piezoelectric elements, and acoustic conductors where so
generated by an obliquely incident laser pulse propagates
dominantly normal to the tissue surface.19,21–25Despite these
developments, detection using a stress transducer is impr
cal for some medical applications, because it requires tis
contact and cannot be readily used in conjunction with so
minimally invasive procedures.

We introduce a minimally invasive technique capable
detecting and imaging subsurface absorbers through the t
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Fig. 1 Interferometric system for time-resolved measurement of sur-
face displacements. Measurements were obtained at different lateral
positions by scanning the tissue phantom on a digital micrometer
stage.
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resolved measurement of surface displacement produced b
laser-induced thermoelastic stresses. We demonstrate the u
of a prototype system to detect subsurface blood vessels
model tissue phantoms andin vivo.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Apparatus
A prototype system is shown in Fig. 1. A Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser operating at 1064 nm was used as the pump laser. Th
laser pulse possessed a Gaussian temporal profile with a fu
width at half maximum~FWHM! duration of 8 ns. The spatial
profile as analyzed by a CCD camera~Cohu 4800, Cohu In-
corporated! was a flat top with a FWHM diameter of 6.6 mm.
The beam was focused by a 1000-mm focal length lens to
diameter of 0.6 mm. The angle of incidence of the pump lase
beam at the sample was 15 deg. The refractive index of th
tissue phantoms was 1.3, and yields an angle of laser radiatio
propagation within the phantom of 11.5 deg. The interfero-
metric system has been described previously.26 The interfer-
ometer probe beam was centered relative to the pump las
beam on the target surface. Single pulse measurements we
obtained at different lateral positions on the sample surface b
translating the sample using a digital micrometer stage. Th
surface-displacement signals acquired at each lateral positio
were stored and combined to form a tomographic image. Th
incident radiant exposures employed range from 0.26 to 2.
J/cm2.

2.2 Imaging Tissue Phantoms
We interrogated several systems to simulate the presence of
blood vessel embedded within a tissue. The ‘‘surrounding tis
sue’’ in these phantoms was composed of either pure water o
7% Intralipid solution, the latter of which was prepared by
diluting 10% Intralipid solution ~Pharmacia Incorporated,
Clayton, North Carolina!. The reduced scattering coefficient
of the Intralipid solution was ms853.55 mm21 at
l51064nm27 and approximates the reduced scattering coef
ficient of a highly scattering tissue such as dermis at visible
wavelengths.28
274 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
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The blood vessel phantoms consisted of polyimide tu
with diameters ranging from 200 to 1000mm and wall thick-
nesses ranging from 19 to 50mm ~Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills,
Illinois!. The polyimide tubes did not absorb significant las
energy and possessed walls that can be considered aco
cally thin. A dilute solution of black India ink~Higgins, Bell-
wood, Illinois! was used to simulate the absorption propert
of blood. The absorption coefficient of whole blood
1064 nm is approximatelyma50.5 mm21 and a 0.125% India
ink solution ~by volume! with an absorption coefficient o
ma50.45 mm21 was used in all experiments.27.29,30A syringe
was used to flow the dilute India ink solution through th
polyimide tubes after each measurement to prevent any
particle sedimentation.

2.3 Imaging of a Human Forearm
To demonstrate the use of this techniquein vivo, a vessel in
the forearm of a human volunteer was measured. The exp
mental setup was similar to that used in the phantom exp
ments. Single measurements were made at spatial loca
either directly over or approximately 5-mm adjacent to
blood vessel. The vessel location was determined visually
the presence of a faint blue-green line. A thin layer of wa
was added on top of the skin surface to simplify alignme
Because no scanning was employed, the Q-switched Nd:Y
laser was not focused onto the surface of the skin. The res
ing incident radiant exposure was 482mJ/cm2. For compari-
son, an optical coherence tomography system operatingl
51310 nm with Dl575 nm31 was used to image the sam
location.

3 Results
3.1 Tissue Phantoms

3.1.1 Nonscattering phantom
Sample surface displacement traces acquired from ve
phantoms with water as the surrounding ‘‘tissue’’ are sho
in Fig. 2. Each trace corresponds to a phantom composed

Fig. 2 Sample surface displacement traces of a 1000-mm phantom
vessel placed at depths of 3.80, 5.83, and 7.22 mm. Incident radiant
exposure f05280 mJ/cm2; pump laser beam diameter ds56.7 mm.
The surrounding medium was pure water.
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Optoacoustic Tomography Using Time-Resolved Interferometric Detection . . .
Fig. 3 Sample (a) topographic and (b) contour images of a 495-mm-
diam phantom vessel placed within pure water at a depth of 1.53 mm.
Incident radiant exposure f05300 mJ/cm2; pump laser beam diam-
eter ds51.5 mm.
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single 1000-mm-diam vessel located at depths of 3.80, 5.83,
and 7.22 mm. The depths were obtained using a digita
micrometer.32 The incident pump laser and interferometric
probe beam was centered directly above each tissue-bloo
vessel phantom. The surface displacements that begin at 0
d
s

were due to absorption of laser radiation by the surround
water. The surface displacements caused by the subme
phantom blood vessels begin at 2.53, 3.78, and 4.84ms. These
time delays represent the time necessary for the stress w
generated by the phantom vessels to reach the surface.
vessel depths were calculated by multiplying the delay ti
by the speed of sound in pure water33 and resulted in calcu-
lated vessel depths of 3.78, 5.79, and 7.24 mm. These ca
lated depths were within 45mm of the actual depths. The
upper axis of Fig. 2 represents depth as computed from
delay time. Surface displacement traces obtained at adja
lateral locations across the phantom model were assem
side by side to form a tomographic image of the tim
dependent surface deformation. A tomographic image o
495-mm-diam phantom blood vessel placed at a depth of 1
mm is shown in Fig. 3~a!, with a corresponding contour plo
in Fig. 3~b!. In these figures, thex axis represents the latera
position relative to the center of the vessel, and they axis
represents the depth into the phantom. Figure 4 displays
mographic images for phantom vessels of diameters 10
495, and 198mm, respectively, all placed at a depth of;1.5
mm within the phantoms.

A quantitative measure of vessel size was obtained by p
ting the maximum surface displacement as a function of
eral probe beam position, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The surf
displacement profiles were normalized and fit to a Gauss
function. The width of the three profiles calculated at 60%
the maximum displacement are 970, 510, and 230mm corre-
sponding to phantom vessel diameters 1000, 495, and
mm, respectively. The width of maximum surface displac
ment versus lateral position provides a good indicator of v
sel size in nonscattering media.

3.1.2 Scattering phantom
Sample surface displacement traces of tissue-blood ve
phantoms with 7% Intralipid as the surrounding tissue
shown in Fig. 6. Each trace corresponds to a measurem
taken of a scattering tissue phantom with a 300-mm-diam ves-
sel located at depths of 1.07, 1.70, 2.09, 2.76, 3.30, and
mm. The calculated vessel depths were found to be 1.04, 1
2.13, 2.72, 3.27, and 3.82 mm by multiplying the delay tim
with the speed of sound in 7% Intralipid~1508 m/s!.32 These
calculated depths were within 50mm of the actual depths. Fo
Fig. 4 Sample contour images of (a) 1000, (b) 495, and (c) 198-mm phantom vessels in pure water. The vessels were placed at an approximate
depth of 1.5 mm. For 1000 and 495-mm-diam vessels: f05300 mJ/cm2 and ds51.5 mm. For 198-mm vessel: f05260 mJ/cm2 and ds50.8 mm.
The maximum displacements are 37, 25, and 6 nm for 1000, 495, and 198-mm-diam vessels, respectively. Scale bar=500 mm.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2 275
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Fig. 5 Normalized surface displacement as a function of lateral posi-
tion for phantom vessels of 1000, 495, and 198-mm-diameter placed
in pure water at a depth of approximately 1.5 mm. For 1000 and
495-mm-diam vessels: f05300 mJ/cm2 and ds51.5. For 198-mm-
diam vessel: f05260 mJ/cm2 and ds50.8 mm. Gaussian curves have
been fit to the data.
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highly scattering media, penetrance of the pump laser beam
may be a limiting factor when imaging subsurface absorbers

Surface displacement traces obtained at adjacent lateral p
sitions across the phantom surface were assembled side
side to form a tomographic image of the time-dependent de
formation. A sample tomographic image of a 1000-mm-diam
phantom blood vessel placed at depth of 1.36 mm is shown i
Fig. 7~a!, with a corresponding contour plot shown in Fig.
7~b!. In these figures, thex axis represent the lateral position
relative to the center of the vessel, and they axis represents
the depth into the phantom. The initial surface displacemen
beginning att50 ns is due to laser absorption of the In-
tralipid and is clearly visible.

Figure 8 compares tomographic images for phantom ves
sels of diameters 1000, 495, and 198mm, respectively, placed
in scattering phantoms in which the vessel depth was
d-
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;1.4 mm. While the vessel images are significantly broa
ened in the lateral direction, the temporal profile of the vess
with depth has not been significantly affected by optical sc
tering within the phantom medium.

Normalized surface displacement profiles are shown
Fig. 9. The width of the three profiles calculated at 60% of t
maximum displacement were 1810, 1800, and 1730mm for
phantom vessel diameters 1000, 495, and 198mm, respec-
tively. Although the variation of maximum surface displac
ment with lateral position across the vessel is not a go
indicator of vessel size in a highly scattering medium, t
surface displacement as a function of time remains a g
indicator of vessel size. Figure 10 depicts temporal profiles
phantom vessels with diameters 1000, 300, and 198mm, in
which the vessel depth was held fixed at;2.2 mm. The tem-
poral profile and amplitude of the measured surface displa
ment is significantly different for each phantom vessel, a
both provide information useful to extract vessel size. T
exact temporal profile is a function of vessel size and wa
propagation properties, including diffraction and attenuatio

Fig. 7 Sample (a) tomographic and (b) contour images of a 1000-mm-
diam vessel placed at a depth of 1.36 mm with a 7% Intralipid solu-
tion. f052.5 J/cm2 and ds51.5 mm.
Fig. 6 Sample surface displacement traces acquired from a 300-mm-
diam phantom vessel placed within a 7% Intralipid solution at depths
of 1.07, 1.70, 2.09, 2.76, 3.30, and 3.87 mm. f05280 mJ/cm2 and
ds56.7 mm.
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Fig. 8 Sample contour images of three phantom vessels in a 7% Intralipid solution. The vessels were placed at an approximate depth of 1.4 mm.
f052.5 J/cm2 and ds51.5 mm. The maximum displacements are 78, 42, and 22 nm for 1000, 495, and 198-mm-diam vessels, respectively. Scale
bar=500 mm.
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3.2 Human Forearm In Vivo
Figure 11 illustrates two sample surface displacement trace
produced by the adsorption of pulsed 1064-nm laser radiatio
within the forearm of a human volunteer. The top trace was
obtained with pump and probe beams centered over a bloo
vessel, while the bottom trace was obtained with pump and
probe beam placed approximately 5-mm adjacent to the ves
sel. The surface displacement that occurred immediately afte
the pump-pulse irradiation was due to optical absorption by
the water layer. At a delay of 1.6ms, an increase in surface
displacement was seen due to absorption within the forearm
skin. The water thickness was estimated to be 2.4 mm from
the transit time of 1.6ms. The displacement in the top trace
caused by the submerged blood vessel begins at 2.2ms. Using
a speed of sound of 1.5 mm/ms for skin,34 the vessel depth
was estimated to be 0.9 mm. This appears to be a realist
estimate, as the vessel was faintly visible from the surface.

An OCT image was acquired directly over the same vesse
using a linear-scanning clinical OCT system.31 The resulting
image is shown in Fig. 12. The bar within the image repre-
sents 500mm. Although the image has some texture, there is
no indication of a blood vessel.
s
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4 Discussion
An interferometric system designed to provide time-resolv
measurements of surface displacements generated by
moelastic stresses was used to image artificial blood vesse
absorbing and highly turbid media, and for the detection o
blood vessel in a human forearmin vivo. Images of subsur-
face vessel phantoms were obtained by displaying side
side the time-resolved surface displacement at several a
cent locations on the sample surface. In nonscattering me
the tomographic images were faithful to the location and s
of the optical heterogeneities probed. Specifically, a quan
tive measure of vessel size was obtained by plotting the m
mum surface displacement as a function of lateral posit
across the sample. The lateral resolution in a nonscatte
medium is a function of the pump laser spot size. For tur
media, multiple scattering of the pump laser beam radiat
degrades significantly the lateral resolution. In this case,
variation of the maximum surface displacement with late
position is broadened significantly and can no longer be u
to extract vessel size. However, the temporal profile of
surface displacement is not significantly affected by scatter
and can be used to obtain an accurate measure of vessel
Fig. 9 Normalized maximum surface displacement as a function of
lateral position for phantom vessel diameters of 1000, 495, and 198
mm placed in 7% Intralipid at a depth of approximately 1.4 mm. f0
52.5 J/cm2 and ds51.5 mm. Gaussian curves have been fit to the
data.
Fig. 10 Sample surface displacement traces of vessels with diameter
of 1000, 300, and 198 mm placed at a depth of 2.2 mm in a 7%
Intralipid solution. f05280 mJ/cm2 and ds56.7 mm.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2 277
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Payne et al.
Fig. 11 Two sample surface displacement traces obtained from the
forearm of a human volunteer. The top trace was obtained directly
above the vessel, and the bottom trace was obtained 5 mm to the side
of the vessel. f05480 mJ/cm2 and ds56.7 mm. The vessel depth is
estimated to be 0.9-mm below the skin surface.
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This illustrates an advantage of using stress wave propagatio
over light scattering to obtain high-resolution images in scat
tering media.

The results that we have presented are not indicative of th
best spatial resolution that can be achieved using this tech
nique. In this preliminary study, we scanned the pump and
probe laser beams in tandem and have simply assembled t
individual displacement traces side by side to form an image
Displacement traces acquired at different locations on the tis
sue surface were not analyzed or processed to localize th
source of the detected laser-induced thermoelastic displac
ment. Image reconstruction algorithms tailored for optoacous
tic imaging based on the detection of thermoelastic stresse
would considerably improve the lateral and axial
resolution.11,12,14,16,35In the absence of an image reconstruc-
tion algorithm, an improvement in lateral resolution was
achieved by reducing the beam diameter of the pump lase
pulse. The use of small spot sizes for interrogating turbid
tissue phantoms significantly reduced the optical penetranc
of the pump laser radiation, and therefore greatly reduced th
efficiency with which we could excite the buried phantom
vessel.36 To compensate, we employed incident radiant expo
t
-
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ex-
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sures as large as 2.5J/cm2; exceeding by 25 times the ANS
standard of 100mJ/cm2 for nanosecond laser pulses in th
visible and near infrared.37 However, it is important to note
that in the cases where these large radiant exposures
used~Figs. 7–9!, the pump laser beam diameter~1.5 mm! was
just over five times larger than the transport mean free p
( l * 5@ma1ms8#2150.28 mm! of the turbid phantom. Monte
Carlo and optical diffusion calculation simulations indica
that the radiant exposure that reaches a phantom vessel p
at a depth of 1.5 mm is only 6 to 7% of that it would recei
if a pump laser beam with a diameter of 30l * or
8.4 mm were used.38 Thus, to implement the interferometri
system proposed here using a clinically acceptable radiant
posure, a pump laser beam of large diameter should be us
maximize the penetrance of the laser beam. The thermoel
surface displacement should be measured at several loca
on the tissue surface with the pump laser beam fixed in p
tion rather than moving the pump and probe beams in tand
across the tissue surface. An optoacoustic reconstruction a
rithm would then be used to form an image from the displa
ment traces detected at various locations on the tissue sur
In fact, this is the strategy that is presently used in so
optoacoustic imaging techniques that employ the detectio
the thermoelastic stresses rather than displacement.11,12,17,39

The interferometric system was used successfully to de
the presence of a blood vesselin vivo within a human fore-
arm. Although the vessel depth was estimated to be less
1 mm, the vessel was not visible using a high-resolution cl
cal OCT system. This is likely due to the fact that the coher
penetration depth in highly scattering dermis is on the orde
1 mm, and there may be poor scattering contrast between
vessel and surrounding tissue at the infrared wavelength(l
51310nm; Dl575 nm! used in the OCT system. This ha
also been observed in the upper gastrointestinal tract, w
blood vessels are not readily detected using OCT despite t
cal imaging depths of 2 to 3 mm.40

It is useful to compare the relative sensitivities of the tim
resolved interferometric measurement to surface displacem
with piezoelectric sensors often used to provide time-resol
measurements pressure~or stress! for optoacoustic topogra-
phy. Polyvinylidene difluoride~PVDF! is a highly sensitive
piezoelectric material commonly used for suc
measurements.14,16,18,20A circular 25-mm-thick PVDF sensor
of 1 mm diam can detect a minimum pressure of;30 kPa
with a temporal resolution of;12 ns on a single sho
basis.18,20 By comparison, the interferometric system em
ployed here probes a surface area104 times smaller and is
capable of detecting a minimum displacement of no wo
than 0.16 nm with 4-ns temporal resolution.26 To compare the
sensitivities of these two measurement modalities, let us
amine the following highly simplified test case. Consider t
signal emanating from the first 0.1-cm layer of a hypotheti
nonscattering tissue possessingma50.3 cm21 and irradiated
by an instantaneous laser pulse with an incident radiant ex
sure of 100 mJ/cm2. Given the low absorption of the tissue
the average temperature riseDT in this surface layer is given
by DT5maF0 /rcv50.007 °C, where values for the densit
(r51.0 g/cm3) and specific heat capacity(cv54.2 J/g °C)
are taken identical to that of water. Note that the presenc
tissue scattering will increase this temperature change
Fig. 12 Sample OCT image directly over the same vessel in the fore-
arm of a human volunteer. There is no indication of the presence of a
subsurface blood vessel. Scale bar=500 mm.
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Optoacoustic Tomography Using Time-Resolved Interferometric Detection . . .
backscattered light will increase the internal fluence rate, an
thus also the absorbed energy density. The maximum pressu
Dp generated by this instantaneous temperature change
given byDp5rbcL

2DT55.7 kPa, where values for the volu-
metric temperature coefficient of thermal expansion
(b53.6231024/°C! and longitudinal sound speed
(cL51500m/s! are taken identical to that of water. This pres-
sure is more than five times smaller than the 30 kPa sensitiv
ity of the PVDF sensor considered before. The surface dis
placementDz in this case is given byDz5bLDT/350.8nm,
where L50.1 cm, the thickness of the layer that expands.
This displacement is five times larger than the 0.16-nm dis
placement sensitivity of the interferometer. Therefore in this
test case, interferometry offers 25 times more sensitivity than
the piezoelectric sensor. Of course, a piezoelectric element o
larger area can possess a higher sensitivity, but this i
achieved at the expense of a reduction in lateral spatial reso
lution. Thus, in terms of sensitivity, the interferometric
method of surface displacement measurement presented he
should compare favorably with current techniques for the
time-resolved measurement of pressure in biomedical optoa
coustic tomography.

5 Conclusions
Optoacoustic tomography using intererometric detection o
surface displacement has promise as a noncontact techniq
for detecting subsurface absorbers in highly scattering media
The design of the interferometric system could be imple-
mented as a fiber optical system and used as a clinically valu
able minimally invasive diagnostic tool.
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